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REVIEWING AND RENEWING
THE INTELLIGENTSIA:
The Intelligent Design Endeavor
Joseph Warren Poulshock
Introduction
In my last paper for Christ and the World, (Poulshock 1998), I wrote about the topic
of Language-Wonder. In summary, I attempted to show that human language, although
having obvious natural continuities with non-human languages, is fundamentally
discontinuous from non-human communication systems. Moreover, I suggested that
the complexity of human language does not easily reduce to materialistic categories.
Thus, I proposed that the ordered, complex, abstract, and non-physical aspects of
language point to something beyond physical categories — to intelligence, to design,
and thus imply an Intelligent Designer. This work on Language-Wonder is still in its
beginning stages, and it is a very small part of a growing research endeavor that has
come to be called the Intelligent Design Movement (hereafter ID). In this short article, it
is this whole ID enterprise, in general, that I will briefly summarize and review.
The growth of ID as an intellectual endeavor issues out of the work scholars who
have critiqued materialistic science on its own scientific and philosophical terms —
without reference to special revelation. Moreover, these scholars have also successfully
proposed a scientific research program for discerning intelligent causes for the origin
and development of the exquisite complexities of life and the cosmos.1 ID carries with it
worldwide significance because General Evolutionary Theory governs the mind of the
world’s major institutions, including the realms of the academy, the state, and the
media. This is also the General Evolutionary Theory that pre-empirically presupposes
materialism and seeks to show that all aspects of the cosmos are due to chance and
raw physical causes.
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Furthermore, General Evolution (hereafter GE)2 is extrapolated onto practically
everything, including biology, astrophysics, psychology, linguistics, law, education,
art, and even theology and ethics. When I refer to GE, I want to indicate the extrapolation
of evolutionary Darwinism on to all areas of knowledge. This is more than Darwinism
dealing just with biology, but it is broad General Evolutionary Theory and Science —
guided by metaphysical naturalism — applied to all areas of knowledge and any natural
thing that moves or doesn’t move. GE may sometimes refer to the idea of common
biological descent (for some designists), but mainly it refers to two things: (1) the theory
that all nature can be explained solely by chance and raw physical causes, and (2) the
unwarranted extension of this theory into all areas of culture. GE is the worldview that
sees all things through evolutionary and materialistic corrective lenses; that is, GE is
materialistic, evolutionary thought as the most basic epistemological principle. Thus, it
has become the world’s cosmic-myth — the explanation and guide for everything, and
it is therefore, of maximum importance that thinking people take it seriously.
For theists and especially Christians, I want to argue that Intelligent Design is a
breakthrough critique and viable corrective to the stifling materialism that reigns in
the world of knowledge today. In order for the reader to understand this — especially
the skeptical reader — it is important to try to comprehend ID as a new endeavor that
does not easily fit old perceptual categories — such as creation science, theistic evolution,
or evidentialist apologetics. This means that readers of differing backgrounds may
easily misunderstand ID. Therefore, I ask the reader to suspend judgment so that I can
initially define ID — as a new wine that we need to take in using new perceptual
wineskins. After defining ID, I will review some of its successes as well as some of the
problems that it faces, and lastly I will show how ID is pertinent to my readers in Japan
and around the world as well.
Three Keys: Philosophy, Science, and Theism
Although ID researchers are a diverse group, they seem to exhibit general patterns
in philosophy, science, and theism. First, ID is philosophically and epistemologically
astute, and ID theorists have demonstrated that GE Theory is seriously compromised
by its pre-empirical and unproven presuppositions of metaphysical naturalism. Moreover,
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ID philosophers have demonstrated that in many cases, the methodologically naturalistic
rules for science are arbitrary, and that instead of promoting science, they seem to serve
to protect GE from theoretical challenge. In fact, when we evaluate the demarcation
rules for keeping ID out of science, we find that GE theory exists in an artificially
sustained academic atmosphere. Moreover, designist Stephen Meyer, who did his
doctoral work in the history and philosophy of science at Cambridge, states that
intelligent design and common descent are methodologically equivalent and therefore
both deserving of scientific status.
Both [design and descent] seek to answer characteristically historical questions, both
rely on abductive inferences, both postulate antecedent causal events or scenarios
as explanations of present data, and both are tested indirectly by comparing their
explanatory power against that of competing theories (Meyer 1994, 94).
In addition to these presuppositional issues, Berkeley Law Professor Phillip Johnson,
a specialist in logical argument and the acknowledge leader of the ID movement, has
uncovered serious fault lines in the bedrock of some aspects of GE Theory. He has
uncovered a lack of empirical support for GE, where Darwinists have claimed success
tautologically, ignoring some disconfirming evidence because they consider it logically
inconceivable. Consequently, Johnson shows arguments concerning fossil evidence,
molecular data, or pre-biotic soup-to-homo-sapiens scenarios often follow this pattern:
negligible evidence — lurch — proof for GE. These problems relate not only to
biology, but also to naturalism generalized onto other realms of knowledge, with the
philosophical horse (it has to be just-so because nature is everything) often pulling the
opposite direction of the cart of empirical data (Johnson 1993, 1995, 1997).
Science Brought to Bear on Science
Besides philosophical and logical issues, the ID endeavor has also brought GE science
to bear on itself in its critique and correction. For example, renowned molecular biologist
Michael Denton argues clearly, cogently, comprehensively, and compellingly that “the
idea that life [is a] fundamentally discontinuous phenomenon” (Denton 1986, 353) and
is thus not the result of the gradual process that Darwinists so constantly proclaim.
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Denton’s critique of General Evolution is even more scathing in that he does not espouse
an ID or theistic perspective. However, he does state that “the inference to design is a
purely a posteriori induction based on a ruthlessly consistent application of the logic of
analogy” (341). Thus, he suggests that ID does not necessarily depend on religious
presuppositions, and this clearly sets ID apart from other views of creation.
Another example of a consequential scientific critique of GE Theory comes from
Johnson’s Darwin on Trial (1993) which Darwinists reviewed with whines and shrieks
in many publications, including Nature and Scientific American. Moreover, as mentioned
above, Johnson scores potent points showing that GE researchers’ philosophical
spectacles give them only one way to evaluate the data. Thus, when we remove those
eyeglasses, the data that comes into focus often fails to beam the light of proof on GE.
Lastly, in another important work, Thaxton, Bradley, and Olson (1992) provide a
comprehensive analysis of origin of life theories using established principles of physics
and chemistry. The authors show how these “soup theories” are seriously lacking, and
they posit an Intelligent Designer for the complex and specified information found in
biological systems.
Mere Creation and Mere Theism
Lastly, other than philosophical and scientific concerns, another important aspect of
ID is how it relates to theology. First, with its freedom to transcend methodological
naturalism, ID searches for inference to intelligence and design in the information
content of exquisite natural systems, and thus it is not an attempt to defend sectarian
theologies of creation. Thus, simply put, ID researchers are united in the search for
intelligent design in the natural order, and hence other issues are generally peripheral.
In substance, therefore, we can consider ID philosophically as “mere theism” and
scientifically as “mere creation” (see Dembski, 1998a).
Having said this, it is worth adding that many ID leaders tend to be somewhat
critical of theistic evolution because they see it as an unjustified compromise with
materialistic philosophy. That is, as previously mentioned, Johnson (1993) and Denton
(1986), state that the empirical evidence does not grant GE fully factual status. Thus, if
ID concedes theistic GE, then the trend will continue where the academy relegates
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mere theism and mere design to the realm of value, but science will reign in the realm
of fact. The academy is oft a place where “he who has the facts rules” and where values
are considered “nice for you, but not for me.” Hence, although this concession to “value-
realm” may sound acceptable to some, ID scholars generally regard this as banishment
to an academic ghetto where theists accommodate their work to reality as defined by
naturalists. In short therefore, ID challenges atheistic and theistic naturalism, and hence,
it counters the limiting aspects of naturalistic methodology and some of its conclusions.
The Potential of Intelligent Design
Having discussed three essential descriptive aspects of ID, I think it is important to
understand that the ID endeavor is not a sporadic, grass roots movement aimed at
influencing public opinion through the courts. Instead, it is a focused and scholarly
critique and positive corrective of the cultural dominance of GE theory which
evolutionists have drafted into service to explain everything in our world, no matter
how mechanical or implausible that explanation. Moreover, ID scholars are not just
rehashing old arguments against materialism and GE. Instead, besides their cogent
critiques of Darwinism, ID scholars have made important breakthroughs in molecular
biology and information science that promise positive directions in empirical research.
I discuss these advances in the following section.
Darwin’s Black Box
In 1996, with the publication of Michael Behe’s Darwin’s Black Box (which had 12
hardback printings, is now in paperback, and is published by Seidosha in Japan), the
scientific world was shaken for the first time by a fully scientific approach for
Intelligent Design. Behe discusses the “irreducible complexity” of cellular systems
comparing them to, for example, a mousetrap that cannot work until all its parts are
fully completed and set in place. Likewise, because of their startling complexity, Behe
concludes that these biological machines are simply too complex to have evolved
randomly (1996b). Moreover, regarding such interactive systems, we know of no other
mechanism, including Darwin’s which produces such complexity except intelligence.
Behe’s book was extensively reviewed in Christianity Today and was voted CT’s book
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of the year in 1996. It also induced materialistic moans in the GE community, and it was
reviewed worldwide in journals and periodicals such as Science, Nature, The Chronicle
of Higher Education, Newsweek, The Wall Street Journal, and The New York Times Book
Review. In short, it is important to realize that Behe’s book is a landmark, not only for
the ID endeavor, but also for the significant response it received in GE and secularized
circles around the world.
The Design Inference
In the fall of 1998, an ID scholar published another breakthrough book. William
Dembski (1998d), a young polymath with a Ph.D. in Mathematics from the University
of Chicago and another Ph.D. from the University of Illinois, Chicago in Philosophy
published The Design Inference with Cambridge University Press. To see the significance
of this work, it is important to understand the extremely serious problem that modern
science has with the illusive properties of information, which are extremely hard to
describe in precise terms. For example, here is what Keith Delvin (1997) an internationally
renowned mathematician says about the information problem:
“Information is all around us. All people have some information. And… absolutely
any physical object does carry or store information. But information itself is not
physical; it is abstract. Information is like the Cheshire Cat’s grin; it is stored or
represented by physical objects but appears to have an abstract existence beyond
those physical objects” (243).
Delvin goes on to say that Information Age people are like the Iron Age people of
long ago. Iron Age people could use iron in many ways but did not really know what
its basic properties were. In the same way, Information Age people are good at using
information, but we really do not know what it is. For a designist, the point is that
information, in exquisite forms, frustrates physical and materialistic categories, and in
that sense, materialistic science may be incapable of explaining it.
In relation to this perplexing problem, we can now see the significance of Dembski’s
work on what he calls complex specified information (CSI). Dembski states (1998b,
personal communication):
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Information as CSI is a well-defined concept, and constitutes precisely what it is
about a designed object that lets us know that they are designed. Information is
therefore not a primitive notion that we have to take as an undefined element…
Complexity and specification are more basic notions than information, and even
these have precise characterizations. Design, and the concept of information that
flows from it, are fully scientific notions, and possess the rigor needed for a
scientific theory.
The search for intelligence is not new. It exists in forensic science, in cryptography,
and most notably in the US government’s richly funded Search for Extra Terrestrial
Intelligence or SETI program. (One would assume that this program evolved out of the
government’s failure to detect intelligence in its own terrain!) What Dembski has done
is provide solid theoretical footing for this task of searching for intelligent causation.
He states “there exists a reliable criterion for detecting design strictly from observational
features of the world. This criterion belongs to probability and complexity theory, not
to metaphysics and theology” (1998c). Thus, Intelligent Design as information theory,
possess a sound basis to begin and develop a research program for biologists,
astrophysicists, linguists, and other scholars to analyze complex natural systems in
rigorous ways to see if they demonstrate Intelligent Design.
Problems: Novelty, Guilt by Association, Trust
Having outlined some of the potentialities of the ID movement, I think it is important
to mention some of the problems ID faces. First, as previously mentioned, a serious
problem for ID comes from its novelty. As people hear about it in passing, they may
not recognize its newness, but instead equate it with creationism or apologetics.
Therefore, ID exponents need to take the time to explain carefully the basic elements of
their theory as they highlight the new breakthroughs that have come with the growth
of ID. Besides the novelty, ID’s connection with Mere Creation associates it linguistically
with creationism or creation science. This may or may not be a problem for Christian
theists, but it is an extremely trenchant problem for GE scholars. They will continue to
write off ID as a sophisticated and thinly veiled version of God-of-the-gaps creationism,
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and thus they will fail to hear and carefully consider the real breakthroughs that have
taken place through Intelligent Design. It should be said, nonetheless, that in this
disregard, we can see the smugness of the status quo that seems more concerned with
ideology than science. However, there are positive signs that an interesting dialog is
taking place; for example, in March 1992 a symposium of leading GE and ID scholars
was held at Southern Methodist University. The symposium was a success in mutual
understanding, that can be attributed to the scholarly attitudes of the participants, and
it is important to note that ID scholars are regularly involved in such diverse and public
dialogs. Nevertheless, misunderstanding and guilt by association are still serious
problems for ID.
Lastly, related to this problem of guilt by association is the issue of trust. Many
people fear a return to the Christian hegemony of the past. Although some Christians
may long for this, a return to Christendom is most likely not what the church or the
society as a whole needs (see Marsden 1997), and “a longing for better times” is not
what the ID movement is about. However, it does seem within the reach of ID to provide
a critique, correction, and renewal of those aspects of modern culture and knowledge
that have been incorrectly shaped by GE, although such a far-reaching endeavor
would require the continued development of ID into newer and more powerful forms.
In addition, ID also faces a communication problem — a kind of interaction among
adversaries who are alienated by an abyss between two radically different epistemological
cultures. For example, if a GE scholar takes an adversarial perspective when reading
ID material (and that coupled with unchecked epistemological biases), understanding
will breakdown. Moreover, in my view this has happened in many reviews of ID work;
that is, critics often miss the point, and I think this is due to epistemological differences
and the breakdown of the linguistic cooperative principle.3 The ID movement needs to
address this problem both within its ranks as well as with its communication with GE
scholars. In fact, I think that this “communication-breakdown” is significant enough
that it merits research as a separate subject.
The Pertinence of ID
If my reader has stayed with me this far, it should not be difficult to see the relevance
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of the ID endeavor. For hundreds of years, GE has been the only scientific and epistemic
game in town. In spite of its successes, as so often is the case, monopoly often pollutes
itself because it has eliminated those competing influences that might have purified it.
This has surely been the case for GE. This is reason enough to issue a ticket to ID for
general admittance into the theater of ideas. For the Christian theist, issues pertaining
to the ID movement stream from the very aqueducts of life and knowledge. If, as GE
states, that “nature is everything,” then “mere creation” is nothing more than a foggy
hallucination and ancient hangover that humanity had better hurry up and remedy.
However, as Christians, we refuse to accept GE’s over-extended premise that “nature is
everything,” and we certainly believe that God has infused nature with purpose and
meaning. Thus, if the ID movement can show, apart from any religious basis other than
openness to mere theism, that nature provides evidence of design and is saturated with
purpose, then we Christians are surely justified in seeing this as confirmation of our
position. We need to remember, however, that we do not base our beliefs on intelligent
design but on the revelation of God in Jesus Christ, especially in his Cross and Resurrection.
Thus, faith remains on a firm foundation whether ID succeeds or fails. In fact, because
faith is based on revelation, a Christian ID scholar can search for design in the true
spirit of science: the search for truth, neither fearing failure nor clinging to success.
Although it is still too early to know for sure, we may be on the verge of a paradigm
shift with the ID movement. The optimism is not totally unwarranted. It would thus
seem wise to encourage young Christian students, scholars, pastors, and thinking
people around the world to consider their learning in the light of Intelligent Design.
This could be one of those mustard seeds of the mind that sprouts into a very healthy
— life-giving tree.
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Endnotes
1 The most well known of these works is Darwin’s Black Box (Behe 1996), and one should
also see Mere Creation (Dembski 1998) which is a compilation of papers given at the Mere
Creation Conference held at Biola University in November 1996. A synopsis of the book at
www.origins.org/science/mcbook.html reads: “The publication of Mere Creation signals a
broadening, multi-disciplinary movement of scholars who challenge naturalistic evolution on
scientific and philosophical grounds. Scientifically, specialists in the relevant fields show
that the evidence points to intelligence, which fine-tuned the universe and designed complex
organisms. Philosophically, the authors insist that origins science must be separated from
the naturalism which excludes design or a Designer by definition.”
2 In general, I have avoided the terms macro and micro-evolution. First, microevolution — the
idea that species undergo small adaptive changes — is well supported. Macro-evolution —
the idea of common descent and that species evolve into new species — is another problem.
Some designists, such as Michael Behe, accept the idea of common descent, but others, such
as Phillp Johnson have brought to light many serious problems with macro-evolution. Thus,
there is some diversity of opinion among designists on these issues. However, there is
unanimity in their philosophical and scientific counter to GE which is, as stated in the body,
materialistic, evolutionary thought as the most basic epistemological principle.
3 The “cooperative principle” is a term coined by philosopher Paul Grice. It refers to the “basic
expectation that participants in informational exchanges will co-operate with one another by
contributing appropriately and in a timely manner to the conversation” (Kramsch 1998).
This means that we expect people to be “informative, truthful, relevant, clear, unambiguous,
brief, and orderly” (Pinker 1994, 228). When trust does not exist, however, interlocutors may
expect each other to be uninformative, untruthful, irrelevant, unclear, ambiguous, verbose,
and un-orderly — even when they actually are keeping the cooperative principle. Thus, the
negative expectation wins over the actual keeping of the principle. In reviewing GE criticisms
of ID research, I see this “uncooperative principle” at work. (It may also be at work in ID
reviews of GE material). The point here is that excellent GE/ID dialog can take place when
both parties use the cooperative principle. Moreover, when communication breaks down,
both parties will need to make efforts to restore the dialog with the cooperative principle.
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〔日本語要約〕
知識ある存在の批評と再生：『知性ある計画』の企て
ジョセフ・ポーシャック
「知性ある計画」とは，堅固であるが，小さい学者たちの運動である。この
運動は，学的世界で支配的な自然主義的現状に挑戦し始めるのに成功している。
「知性ある計画」の学者たちは「一般的進化論」を力強く分析し，積極的な修
正案を発達させてきた。「一般進化論」とは，すべて自然は偶然と物理的因果
関係で説明できると言う理論，そしてこの理論を根拠もなく文化のすべての領
域に延長することである。創造主義，有神論的進化論または弁証論とは異なり，
完全に科学的視点から自然体系の精巧に秩序立った情報を通して「知性ある原
因」を見い出す手段を公式化しよう，と「知性ある計画」は専ら試みている。
即ち，「知性ある計画」の試みは，神学や哲学とは別に経験科学を通して自然
の中に知性ある創造者の計画を見い出すことである。全体の数の少なさを考慮
すれば，「知性ある計画」の企ては，異議を申し立てる名声と資格のある幾人
かの学者を通して主流の学問研究機関やメディアでむしろ驚くべき成功を収め
ている。さらに，直面する数多くの問題にもかかわらず，「知性ある計画」に
は科学と文化の潜在的再生が大いに約束されている。そして，このようにキリ
スト者にとっては重要な示唆が見い出される。従って，知識のあらゆる領域に
文字どおりかかわる危うい深刻な論点の故に，学生たち，学者たち，そしてあ
るゆる種類の考える人々は「知性ある計画」の考えと拘わることは重要と思わ
れる。
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[Abstract in English]
REVIEWING AND RENEWING THE INTELLIGENTSIA:
The Intelligent Design Endeavor
J. W. Poulshock
Intelligent Design (ID) refers to a small but robust scholarly movement, which has
successfully begun to challenge the reigning naturalistic status quo in academic circles.
ID scholars have developed a powerful analysis and positive amendment to General
Evolution (GE), the theory that all nature can be explained solely by chance and physical
causes and (2) the unfounded extension of this theory into all areas of culture. Unlike
creationism, theistic evolution, or apologetics, ID is exclusively an attempt to formulate
in fully scientific terms a means for detecting Intelligent Causation through the exquisitely
ordered information of natural systems. That is, ID attempts to detect the designs of
an intelligent Creator in nature through empirical science rather apart from theology
and philosophy. Considering its size, the ID endeavor has seen rather stunning success
in the mainstream academy and media through the works of a number of dissident
scholars who have prestigious credentials. Moreover, despite the problems that it faces,
ID holds significant promise for the potential renewal of science and culture, and thus
it has important implications for Christians. Therefore, because of the serious issues at
stake that literally relate to every area of knowledge, it is important for students,
scholars, and thinking people of all kinds interact with the ideas of Intelligent Design.
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